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THE STUDENT PILOT
A great first bag for the student pilot. Numerous 
outside pockets organize charts, flight computer, 
fuel tester, plotter, pens and pencils, flashlight and 
much more. Comfortable, wide removable shoul-
der strap; double zipper opening for easy access. 
Reinforced bottom. Constructed with durable PVC 
backed 600 denier poly. 10”x 5.5”x17” (black 
only) ......................... P/N 13-00997 ...........$34.65

FLIGHT BAGS

THE AVIATOR BAG
Slightly smaller than the Navigator Bag, but still 
spacious enough for all your flight materials. 
Includes 1 exterior front pocket as well as detach-
able headset & transceiver cases. Constructed 
with durable PVC backed with 600 denier poly. 
15”x 6.5” x 12” (black only).
 P/N 13-00998 ...........$77.75

AIRCLASSICS™ SINGLE 
HEADSET BAG

For those who like to fly with minimum bag-
gage, this holds one headset, has extra 
pockets, and all-around padding.
 P/N 13-02333  ..........$25.95

JEPPESEN STYLE FLIGHT BAG
Student/Book Bag: Same great bag Jeppesen 
uses for its training kits. The bag is made from 
heavy-duty 6000 denier Cordura for superior 
strength and with a PVC coating on one side for 
added water resistance. Includes outside pockets, 
removeable shoulder strap, reinforced bottom. 
Size 10" x 5.5" x 17" P/N 13-06280 ...........$29.95

PORTABLE FOLDING 
LUGGAGE CART

3-Way portable luggage cart (folding cart) 
in black plastic with 37.5" extension handle. 
Load up to 66 lbs. Store flat. Makes moving 
items easy. Fits the Brightline Bag perfectly!
To attach the bag, place the front of the bag 
(pocket-side) flush against the telescoping 
handle. Take the handle and clip it into 
the front buckle. Wrap the handle around 
the telescoping handle and reattach it to 
the opposite front buckle. The bag is now 
securely attached to the cart
 P/N 13-10007 ...........$48.00

VOYAGER II FLIGHT 
ATTACHE FOR IPAD

The Voyager II has upgraded metal snap 
hooks and d-rings to attach the stretchy, 
comfortable Air Lift shoulder strap. There 
is a separate pocket inside to carry your 
iPad1, 2 or 3 and will fit most iPad cases. 
The outer side pocket features a removable 
AND adjustable strap. The handles are now 

made of 1680D and the entire bag is accented with Leatherette. All the 
same organizing features including the Co-Pilot organization flap, chart 
pockets and battery sleeves are all still where they were before. If you fly 
with an iPad, this is a great case to help organize during your pre-flight.
Size: 17.0 X 11.5 X 5.5in.
Weight: 2lbs 13oz ........................................P/N 13-11877 ...........$64.99

AIRCRAFT DOC U MENT CASE
This durable, flexible blue cordura pouch is an 
ideal way to keep aircraft registration, insurance, 
log books, op er at ing manuals, and other im por-
tant documents all in one safe location. Mea-
sures 18”W x 12”H. Features top quality zip per 
along front side for easy access and location to 
mark your aircraft number on front.

Color Part No. Price
Blue 13-20065 $28.75
Black 13-11883 $32.50
Red 13-02934 $32.75

 FLIGHT BAG 1 V2
This bag is like the hard flight cases air-
line pilots use. There’s no maze of com-
partments, just efficient, sensible storage. 
Maybe that’s why a major US airline flight 
training academy chose Bag1 as standard 
issue for their students. This Cockpit Bag 
is simple, practical, and cockpit friendly. 
Perhaps its ease of use is a Brighter idea. 

Enjoy the simplicity of well thought out storage, just right for most pilots.
Color: Black .................................................P/N 13-20149 ...........$79.75

FORCE PROTECTOR GEAR HELMET BAG
FPG HelmetBag design! This bag features a much 
larger storage capability without taking up too much 
cabin space in aircraft. The pleated bag design 
expands and contracts with your loadout to easily 
fit your helmet and accessories. Dimensions: 21.5” 
Wide x 19” Tall x 3.25” D (54.6cm Wide x 48cm Tall 
x 8.3cm D).  Capacity: 1226 cubic inches internal 
/ 20 liters / 676 cubic inches external pockets / 11 
liters. Weight: 2 lbs / .9kg.

Color Part No. Price
Black 13-20223 $218.95

Multi-Camo 13-20637 $218.95
Coyote 13-20640 $218.95

GELFLEX “CREW” LUGGAGE 
TAG DUAL SIDED

The Gelflex Crew Luggage Tag is a great version of a 
traditional Crew Tag. Black letters (CREW) on vibrant 
background.   And best of all, it comes with a special 
flexible cord that enables you to attach it to your 
luggage or equipment without worrying about whether 
it will break or tear.  3-3/4” x 2-1/4.

White Tag ....................................................P/N 14-02963 .............$7.75
Blue Tag ......................................................P/N 14-02960 .............$8.70

WWP-102 HEADSET BAG
This padded carry bag provides inexpensive 
insurance against headset damage. 
Featuring dual zipper openings, inside 
pocket sectionals, computers, glasses, etc. 
Bag is constructed of black waterproof nylon 
with carry handle.
 P/N 17-00231 ...........$15.95

AVCOMM DELUXE DUFFLE FLIGHT BAG
AvComm Pilot Deluxe Flight Bag with 7 
Compartments. Great for your flight gear, 
tarvel or any overnight stay.
Features: • Seven compartments with 
shock resistant padding • Dual zippered 
flap on center compartment has a Velcro® 
strip making it easy to zip • Inside, a Velcro® 

partition and pouch with Velcro® closure secures radios and gear
• Outside features a large compartment, two zippered end pockets for 
headsets, and two additional gusseted pouches.
Specification: • Dimensions: 18”L x 10.5”H x 9”W • Weight: 2 lbs.
 P/N 11-02277 ...........$57.95

LIGHTSPEED ADVENTURE 
FLIGHT BAG ORGANIZER 

This flight bag insert is designed to help 
organize the interior of our Gann, Markham 
and Duke flight bags and is perfectly sized to 
hold your Zulu 3 ANR headset. This newest 
addition to the Flight Bag collection has a 
slimmer profile than its predecessor, with a 
fold-over flap
Dimensions: 11”W × 2.25”D x 9”H
 P/N 11-19252 ...........$35.85

GOT YOUR SIX AIRCRAFT SEAT 
ORGANIZER FOR THE COCKPIT 

Keep your phone, batteries, flashlight and sunglasses 
close at hand with the Got Your Six Aircraft Seat 
Organizer. Fits perfectly between any seat cushions 
that either touch or have up to ½” between them. Simply 
separate the aircraft seat cushions gently and slide the 
FlySix Aircraft Seat Organizer into place. Thanks to its 

integrated friction-fit pad, the organizer will stay in place vertically exactly 
where you place it! Works excellent for rear seats as well to help keep 
snacks, kid’s toys, or other items close at hand. Do your seats slide 
forward and back separately? No problem, the Got Your Six Aircraft Seat 
Organizer will still stay firmly in place. With its tapered design, you won’t 
feel the organizer between the two occupants, even in a smaller aircraft.
The tray is 9” by 2”, with a 2.5” depth for storing your items. The vertical 
tab that holds the organizer firmly in place is 9” long by 3.5” tall, 5/8” in 
thickness including friction pad.” .................P/N 13-24330 ...........$35.00
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